
CREATING A CLONED SHEEP NAMED DOLLY

Named after, Dolly Parton. Cause of death, Lung disease and severe arthritis. Dolly (5 July â€“ 14 February ) was a
female domestic sheep, and the first mammal Dolly was cloned by Keith Campbell, Ian Wilmut and colleagues at the
Roslin creating a cell that can then go on to develop into any part of an animal.

The DNA in the nucleus is wrapped up into chromosomes, which shorten each time the cell replicates. The
advances made through cloning animals have led to a potential new therapy to prevent mitochondrial diseases
in humans being passed from mother to child. Dolly was cloned from a cell taken from the mammary gland of
a six-year-old Finn Dorset sheep and an egg cell taken from a Scottish Blackface sheep. In this process,
researchers remove the genetic material from an egg and replace it with the nucleus of some other body cell.
But, early the year after her birthday, when a headline-grabbing paper in the journal Nature let the world know
and confirmed to insiders what had happened, TIME published a special report on cloning and took a crack at
an explanation. She was born to her Scottish Blackface surrogate mother on 5th July  Since Dolly Since ,
when Dolly was born, other sheep have been cloned from adult cells, as have cats , rabbits , horses and
donkeys, pigs, goats and cattle. Researchers have managed to transfer human genes that produce useful
proteins into sheep and cows, so that they can produce, for instance, the blood clotting agent factor IX to treat
haemophilia or alphaantitrypsin to treat cystic fibrosis and other lung conditions. This was successfully treated
with anti-inflammatory medication, although the cause of the arthritis was never discovered. An inkling that
this approach might work, says Wilmut, came from the success his team experienced in producing live lambs
from embryonic clones. To prevent this, genetic material from the embryo is extracted and placed in an egg
cell donated by another woman, which contains functioning mitochondria. The delay in the announcement was
due to the time needed to amass sufficient data on the project, check the data, write and get the manuscript
published, said Bruce Whitelaw, the head of the Division of Developmental Biology at the Roslin Institute. By
Lily Rothman July 5, When Dolly the sheep was born, 20 years ago this Tuesday, few took note of the
remarkable lamb. Dolly lived a pampered existence at the Roslin Institute. Some agricultural cloning is used in
the U. Her first lamb, named Bonnie, was born in April  In somatic cell nuclear transfer, all the DNA comes
from a single adult cell. These advances were made possible by significant improvements in cloning
techniques, which have also resulted in a decrease in unique health risks to animal clones. These pulses
prompted the egg to accept the new nucleusâ€”and all the DNA it containedâ€”as though it were its own. She
had both offspring and clone "sisters," which were derived from the same batch of cells as Dolly. Two other
sheep, Megan and Morag, had also been cloned from embryonic cells grown in the lab at The Roslin Institute
in and six other sheep, cloned from embryonic and foetal cells, were born at Roslin at the same time as Dolly.
At this point, [embryologist Ian] Wilmut and his colleagues switched to a mainstream cloning technique
known as nuclear transfer. For example, one can never exactly duplicate the uterine conditions a winning
racehorse experienced when it was a developing fetus. To produce Dolly, scientists used an udder cell from a
six-year-old Finn Dorset white sheep. Even though Dolly was not the first animal cloned, she received media
attention because she was the first cloned from an adult cell. Sometimes abnormal fetuses develop to term ,
resulting in abnormalities at birth. The resulting egg becomes a factory to produce an embryo that develops
into an offspring. Most Read. Two identical clones of a macaque monkey, Zhong Zhong and Hua Hua , were
created by researchers in China and were born in late  As an animal or person ages, their telomeres become
progressively shorter, exposing the DNA to more damage. The attempt to clone a banteng bull was more
successful, as were the attempts to clone mouflon a form of wild sheep , both resulting in viable offspring.


